
Our Solar system and beyond

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Lunar eclipse Waning moon Revolution New moon

Star Meteor Constellation Galaxy

1. ______________ - a group of stars that make a pattern in the night sky

2. ______________ - a system of dust, gas and millions of stars held together
by gravity; an identifiable cluster of stars and planets

3. ______________ - the shadow created on the moon when the Earth comes
between the Sun and the Moon; occurs when the Moon and Sun are on
exactly opposite sides of the Earth and when the moon passes through
Earth's shadow

4. ______________ - an object made of rock and ice that forms when
meteoroids hit the Earth's atmosphere; often referred to as shooting stars

5. ______________ - the moon phase when Moon comes between the Earth and
the Sun and the Moon appears completely darkened; only the far side of the
Moon facing away from Earth is illuminated by the Sun

6. ______________ - the Earth moving in a path around the sun which results
in one Earth year

7. ______________ - a hot ball of gas

8. ______________ - a phase of the Moon when the sunlit portion of the Moon
is getting smaller
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Our Solar system and beyond

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Lunar eclipse Waning moon Revolution New moon

Star Meteor Constellation Galaxy

1. constellation - a group of stars that make a pattern in the night sky

2. galaxy - a system of dust, gas and millions of stars held together by
gravity; an identifiable cluster of stars and planets

3. lunar eclipse - the shadow created on the moon when the Earth comes
between the Sun and the Moon; occurs when the Moon and Sun are on
exactly opposite sides of the Earth and when the moon passes through
Earth's shadow

4. meteor - an object made of rock and ice that forms when meteoroids hit
the Earth's atmosphere; often referred to as shooting stars

5. new moon - the moon phase when Moon comes between the Earth and
the Sun and the Moon appears completely darkened; only the far side of the
Moon facing away from Earth is illuminated by the Sun

6. revolution - the Earth moving in a path around the sun which results in
one Earth year

7. star - a hot ball of gas

8. waning moon - a phase of the Moon when the sunlit portion of the Moon
is getting smaller
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